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What is meta search?  

Meta search has quickly emerged as a source of direct bookings for 
independent and group hotels

These channels allow people to compare rates from multiple OTAs in 
one place

As a hotelier, you can display your direct channel alongside the OTAs, 
assuming you can feed rates from your BKE provider



The Key Players

The Key Players
Google Hotel Ads
Trivago (owned by Expedia)
Tripadvisor
Skyscanner
Kayak (owned by Booking)



Breakdown by Company Size

Google $1.9 T

Booking $90 B

Expedia $27 B

Tripadvisor $1.98 B

Trivago $0.79 B



The benefits of meta search

Boosts direct bookings and supports your "book 
direct" strategy

Acquisition costs are often lower compared to 
OTAs

Reduces your reliance on third-party bookings

Drives targeted traffic to your hotel's website

Makes guests loyal to your brand



Directs people to your site
and away from OTAs

Increases your chances of securing 
direct bookings

Reduces your risk of losing 
bookings to competitors

The benefits of meta search



Google Hotel Ads – Start with the basics

1. Claim your Google My Business profile.
List all the information guests need to know
+ ensure there are no duplicates

2. Use a technology provider that can connect your 
BKE to the Google Hotel Ads platform

3. Ensure your booking engine and website 
are optimised for mobile: 68% of Google Hotel Ads 
impressions are on mobile (Stat: All Net Affinity clients Q1 2022)



Google Hotel Ads –Our success 

95% of Net Affinity marketing clients are 
running activity across the Google Hotel Ads 
platform

We can deliver a live feed of rates and 
availability via the Net Affinity Booking Engine

Average CPA% for Q1 2022 is 4%

We advise all clients to run activity. (As long as 
there are no rate issues)



Why Google Hotel Ads?

Google Hotel Ads should be treated as a revenue 
channel

Check and update rates on the platform – be wary 
of wholesale re-sellers undercutting you

Add power to your book direct strategy and 
compete head on with OTAs

Keep activity running continuously: Don’t turn on 
and off



Google Hotel Ads –Marketing Strategy

Budgets for Google Hotel Ads campaigns are ideally uncapped; 
let the campaigns run without a 'budget' if the results are 
delivering bookings at a low CPA%

Google doesn’t currently have a reserve bid (used to be min 10%).
This may return

In theory, if you can generate bookings at a lower CPA than the 
OTAs (15-18%), it is advantageous.



Google Hotel Ads – Examples 

Integrated into 
the Knowledge 
panel within 
google search 
results



Google Hotel Ads – Examples 

Within Google 
maps results



Google Hotel Ads – Examples 

Within Google 
Travel results
https://www.google.com/travel



Google Hotel Ads – Examples 

FREE Booking 
Links

(Google does not 
charge for this 
click activity)



Measuring results + performance

With Google Hotel Ads, you only pay when a booking is 
made

Google Hotel Ads traffic bids are based on a 'commission’. 
The commission is determined by the level of competition 
in your 'space'

Measuring success is straightforward: Add your Google 
commission percentage + your BKE commission 
percentage to get the CPA percentage

As a result, the cost per acquisition (CPA) is the primary 
metric we measure success on
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Our Book Direct Marketing Strategy 

To consistently grow direct traffic and bookings, a strong and consistent 
book direct strategy needs to be developed

For Killeavy Castle this consists of strong revenue and rate management 
supported with cross platform marketing activity across 

• Google Ads – Full Suite of activity: Search, Display, Video, Discovery
• Social
• Meta search – Google Hotel Ads

We understood the importance of investing in our marketing channels to 
underpin our book direct strategy and to give every opportunity to drive 
direct traffic and bookings

Since COVID, we have increased investment across multiple channels 
including google hotel ads and reaped the rewards 



Our success

Killeavy Castle has been delivering bookings from Google 
Hotel Ads at an average of 5% commission versus 15%-18%
on OTA's



Our success

Direct online bookings have grown from 20% to 50% 



Our success:

Reduced our reliance on OTAs: Now as low as 10%



Success on Google Hotel Ads

Recipe for success: What we have learned:

1. Feature our most competitive rate

2. Keep our activity running throughout the year as it 
only promotes available dates

3. Give Hotels Ads Budget freedom as we only pay for 
generated bookings / CPA%



Success on Google Hotel Ads

Customer has full visibility and can quickly 
see rate differential 

Biggest issue with rates is wholesalers 

The OTA’s are not going anywhere, If you 
are not present,  you risk looking the direct 
booking 


